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AN ANALYSIS OF SHADOW IN LORD HENRY CHARACTER IN OSCAR 
WILDE’S “THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY” 
(THE APPLICATION OF CARL G. JUNG’S PSYCHOANALYSIS) 
 






This study is aimed to analyze The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde in term of 
analytical psychology. The problem concerns on revealing the Shadow of Lord Henry 
character which is portrayed in The Picture of Dorian Gray. The problem in this study is 
analyzed by using Carl Gustav Jung’s Psychoanalysis theory. The objective of this study 
is to analyze the shadow of Lord Henry character in The Picture of Dorian Gray. This study 
used descriptive qualitative method. The source of data in this study is a novel by Oscar 
Wilde, titled The Picture of Dorian Gray which is published in 1890. The data were 
collected through process of previewing, reading, and annotating and then the writer 
analyzed those data by using the theory of psychoanalysis by Carl Gustav Jung. It is found 
that Lord Henry is dominated by his shadow, as he cannot balance the other archetypes in 
his personality. He cannot define his true self because his shadow keeps haunting him, or 
in other word, Lord Henry’s self is the Shadow. Lord Henry’s shadow is manifested into 
Envious, Hypocrisy, Fear, Misoginy, and Machiavellian which is portrayed in The Picture 
of Dorian Gray. The other archetypes also play important role in arousing Lord Henry’s 
shadow such as Persona and Anima. The worst thing of Lord Henry’s shadow that it is not 
only affecting to himself but also affecting to another character that is Dorian Gray, where 
it thrusts and motivates Lord Henry to give destructive influence over him and eventually 
awakes Dorian’s own shadow.  
 




Literature is an expression of author’s psychology. Author’s soul tries to comprehend the 
indication around the world as it is expressed through the ideas. Then, those ideas are turned into 
beautiful words. Words are soul’s wrap. As Lacan (Lodge, 1988) stated that literature is a soul’s 
expression through the words. Behind those words, there is deep psychoanalysis experience. That 
experience lies on the unconscious of literature (Endraswara, 2013a). 
Semi (1993) stated literature represents a reflection of human lives. It is showing attitude, 
behavior, thought, knowledge, responses, feelings, and imagination pertaining to human itself. 
Here, the role of author is trying to reflect closely the human lives through conflicts in literary 
works.  
Psychology of literature study certainly has substantial foundation because either literature 
or psychology respectively learns about human lives. However, literature focuses on learning 
human as the creation of author’s imagination, while psychology focuses on learning human as 




the creation of God menifestly (Endraswara, 2013b). Thus, psychology of literature study will 
focus on the psychological aspects in literature works by analyzing the fictional characters in order 
to comprehend their psyches.  
In this research, the writer analyzed The Picture of Dorian Gray novel by Oscar Wilde. 
Published in 1890 for the first time, this novel was gaining controversy because pertaining some 
social issues which are very sensitive in that era. Because of the critics, Wilde revised the novel 
and published it again in 1891. Briefly, this novel tells about three men, Dorian Gray, Basil 
Hallward and Lord Henry Wotton as the central characters. Dorian is described as a wonderfully 
handsome, impressionable, and wealthy young gentleman but innocent and naive. Basil is an artist 
who used to live just for his art but it is changed after meeting Dorian at a party. Lord Henry is a 
nobleman and a close friend of Basil Hallward. Urbane and witty, Lord Henry is perpetually armed 
and ready with well-phrased epigrams criticizing the moralism and hypocrisy of Victorian society. 
Lord Henry’s role in influencing Dorian with his ideology cannot be disregarded because 
he is one of the major keys of the changes of Dorian’s personality from a innocent to sinful person. 
Certainly, there are reasons which urging Lord Henry to influence Dorian, and one of them could 
be his Shadow. According to Carl Gustav Jung in his theory of psychoanaysis, the shadow is that 
hidden, repressed, for the most part inferior and guilt-laden personality whose ultimate 
ramifications reach back into the realm of our animal ancestors and so comprise the whole 
historical aspect of the unconscious (Jung, 1951). In short, Shadow is the negative or dark side of 
human.  Shadow is one of the archetypes on Jung’s theory. Archetype is ancient ideas or images 
common to all human beings in all eras and all regions of the world. Jung observed these 
archetypes or ‘primordial images,’ coming to the surface in many different situation – in fables 
and myths, in dreams, in religious writings, in literature and art, and in the delusions of psychotics 
(Jung, 1972). The depiction of Lord Henry’s shadow is the main focus on this study, as it shows 
how his shadow gives impact not only to himself, but also to another person as he does to Dorian.  
From the description above, the writer assume that the shadow in Lord Henry character is 
worthy to be analyzed because it is portraying the shadow that exists in every human lives, whether 
they aware or unaware of that. The shadow of Lord Henry either can help him to reach the unity 
of his personality or it can make him sink in the dark. Through the character of Lord Henry, the 
writer wants to uncover the hidden and repressed desires of human being because “the shadow 




This research used the method of descriptive qualitative. Qualitative research refers to 
inductive, holistic, emic, subjective and process-oriented methods used to understand, interpret, 
describe and develop a theory on a phenomena or setting. Through descriptive analysis method, 
the writer intends to analyze the shadow in Lord Henry character from Oscar Wilde’s The Picture 
Of Dorian Gray. Descriptive method is used to solve the problem by collecting data, compiling, 
classifying, and interpreting (Ratna, 2009). The primary data in this research is the novel by Oscar 
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Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray. The secondary data is obtained from the other related data 
that support this research. In collecting the data, the writer did the following steps of previewing, 
reading, coding and annotating. The writer then analyzed those data with the steps below : 
1. Identifying 
In this step, the writer began with identifying particular categories or symbols in The Picture 
of Dorian Gray, especially the Shadow archetype (Dey, 1993). 
2. Classifying data 
The writer classified data based on the elements which is depicted the Shadow archetype. The 
classification consists of Envious, Hypocrisy, Fear, Misoginy, and Machiavellian.  
3. Interpreting  
4. The writer interpreted those data by verifying them with the theory of Carl Jung. The writer 
elaborated each data that depict Shadow archetype and strengthened the explanation by giving 
Jung’s view about the phenomenon of psyche. 
                      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Jung stated that the shadow personifies everything that the subject refuses to acknowledge 
about himself and yet is always thrusting itself upon him directly of indirectly – for instance, 
inferior traits of character and other incompatible tendencies (Jung, 1939). Based on that 
definition, the writer focused on finding Lord Henry’s inferior traits and other incompatible 
tendencies in his personality which can be indicated as the shadow. 
 
Lord Henry’s Shadow in The Picture of Dorian Gray Novel 
a) Envious  
According to Psychology Today, there are three conditions which can be the root of 
envious. First, a person must be confronted with another person (or persons) with a superior 
quality, achievement, or possession. Second, a person must desire that quality for theirselves, or 
wish that the other person lacked it. And third, a person must be pained by the associated emotion. 
In sum, envy is the pain caused by the desire for the advantages of others (Burton, 2014). 
In the The Picture of Dorian Gray novel, Lord Henry is describes as wealthy nobleman. 
He is rich, having high status and esteemed family. It seems that he already had all the things that 
most men want. However, when Lord Henry meets Dorian Gray, he gets astonished of Dorian’s 
handsome face. It could be seen by how Lord Henry keeps telling Dorian how handsome he is, for 
instance we can see from the following excerpt : “You have a wonderfully beautiful face, Mr. 
Gray. Don’t frown. You have. And Beauty is a form of Genius,— is higher, indeed, than Genius, 
as it needs no explanation.” (Wilde, 1890: 29). 
Lord Henry is greatly influenced by Aestheticism as he believes that the beauty value is 
higher than any other values. He really worships the beauty of Dorian’s face as he always praises 
it. Although Lord Henry has money, status, power but he does not have a wonderful face as 
Dorian’s. By keeping praise how handsome Dorian is, it can be seen that Lord Henry secretly 




envies at him. An envious person tends to give compliments toward another person he envies, 
because those compliments represent what he/she really wants. Lord Henry does not directly admit 
he envies of Dorian. However, by looking at his compliments to Dorian, it can indicate that Lord 
Henry secretly envies of Dorian’s wonderful face and youth.    
According to Jung, shadow can be all the things one would like to forget, the things one 
does not admit, the things one denies, and the things one wants to escape from (Jung, 1948). Envy 
is an emotion that hardly to be admitted or confessed, because it shows a person’s inferiority. Lord 
Henry’s envy of Dorian’s handsome face and youth unconciously turns him into making Dorian 
as the object to fulfill all the things he envies. 
 
b) Hypocrisy  
Dictionaries define hypocrisy as pretending to be what one is not or to believe what one 
does not, or to have a desirable or publicly approved attitude that one does not really possess.  At 
the heart of the understanding of hypocrisy is the inconsistency between what is and what is 
pretended to be.  In other words, behavior or character is viewed as hypocritical when it is believed 
to be fake or phony (Batcho, 2016).  
Lord Henry is known for always criticizing the moralism in the society. He thinks that 
people live in pretense to persue what they call as civilized society. Lord Henry considers morality 
as the force to control people and make them scared to be their true selves. He believes that 
moralism become the standard value to be obeyed in order to show their existances as respectable 
person even though they are being hyprocrite. It can be shown from his dialogue below :  
‘People are afraid of themselves, nowadays. They have forgotten the highest of all duties, 
the duty. That one owes to one’s self. Of course they are charitable. They feed the hungry, 
and clothe the beggar. But their own souls starve, and are naked. Courage has gone out of 
our race. Perhaps we never really had it. The terror of society, which is the basis of morals, 
the terror of God, which is the secret of religion,—these are the two things that govern us’ 
(Wilde, 1890: 23).  
Lord Henry keeps telling Dorian about his belief that morality in society is just hypocrisy. 
He influences Dorian to not care about moral values and what people say. Lord Henry even 
persuades Dorian to search only pleasures in his live, by telling him about hedonism: 
 
‘Live! Live the wonderful life that is in you! Let nothing be lost upon you. Be always 
searching for new sensations. Be afraid of nothing. A new hedonism,— that is what our 
century wants. You might be its visible symbol. With your personality there is nothing you 
could not do. The world belongs to you for a season’ (Wilde, 1890: 30). 
 
Despite of Lord Henry’s critics toward the moralism and the upper class that is shown in 
the novel, also how he influences Dorian with his ideology, in fact Lord Henry is also being 
hyprocite. Lord Henry’s belief is contradict with his actions. Even though he likes to critize the 
moralism and keeps telling Dorian to find pleasure in his live no matter it is moral or immoral, but 
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Lord Henry acts as how a nobleman should be. He also does what the upper class always do such 
as make a feast and meet with his fellow bourgeois in pub to mantain his existance in society. He 
criticizes them but he also do the same as they do. Acknowledging our own hypocrisy can be 
painful.  In serious matters, we can feel guilt and shame about our shortcomings. The shadow 
comes into being, first because nobody likes to confess his inferior sides, second because logic 
forbids to call something white black (Jung in Dehing, 2002). Thus, it can be said that Lord Henry’s 
hypocrisy is one of his shadows that is portrayed in the novel The Picture of Dorian Gray. 
 
c) Fear 
Fear is generally considered as a reaction to something immediate that threatens one’s 
security or safety. The emotion of fear is felt as a sense of dread, alerting someone to the possibility 
that their physical self might be harmed, which in turn motivates them to protect themselves 
(Lamia, 2011).  The reason why Lord Henry does not do immoral deeds as he influences Dorian 
to and he is not affected by his own deviating ideology such as hedonism, is due to fear of ruining 
his reputation and losing his dignity as a nobleman. If he actualizes his deep desires and do 
everything he wants, it can impact to his reputation. Social norms which exist in that era make him 
live in pressure and fear to keep his behavior on the line. It can be seen in this following excerpt : 
‘In the wild struggle for existence, we want to have something that endures, and so we fill our 
minds with rubbish and facts, in the silly hope of keeping our place. The thoroughly well 
informed man,—that is the modern ideal. And the mind of the thoroughly well informed man 
is a dreadful thing’ (Wilde, 1890: 16). 
 
The quotation above shows how Lord Henry considers that modern ideal of a man at the 
time become the cause why he lives in pressure, pretense, and fear. Fear is negative emotion that 
one would like to escape from because it keeps haunting them as long as they cannot reduce their 
fear. Fear is one of the manifestations of Lord Henry’s shadow which force him to hide it and use 
persona instead.  
Lord Henry fortifies himself by using persona in order to hide his shadow. According to 
Jung,  persona is “the mask of the actor” (Jung, 1934). It is the mask that is used by an individual 
as the response of the demands from the custom and traditions of society. This mask has purpose 
to create a certain impression on others and often, though not always, it hides one’s true 
personality. Lord Henry uses this persona in order to conceal his shadow, to hide his inferior traits. 
The three of Lord Henry’s shadows – envious, hypocrisy and fear – are covered by his persona. 
The pressure from society in form of norms and morality become the reason he is guarded himself 
in doing immoral deeds to keep his reputation and dignity as a nobleman. However, live with this 
mask or persona, eventually make Lord Henry cannot recognize his own self and unconsciously 
make his shadows get stronger. 
 
d) Misogyny 
 The Oxford English Dictionary, defines misogyny as hatred or dislike of, or prejudice 
against women. According to feminist theory, misogyny can be manifested in numerous ways, 




including sexual discrimination, denigration of women, violence against women, and sexual 
objectification of women (Konner, 2012).  
In the novel The Picture of Dorian Gray, Lord Henry is often found denigrating women. 
He considers women as the unintelligent, silly and very sensitive. He likes to judge women based 
on their appearance and assumes that they are not really worthwhile. For instance it can be seen 
from this following excerpt : “My dear boy, no woman is a genius: women are a decorative sex. 
They never have anything to say, but they say it charmingly [...]” (Wilde, 1890: 45). 
From the quotation above, it shows how Lord Henry is humiliating women by saying they 
are not genius. Futhermore, he even thinks that woman is just a decorative sex where it can be 
interpreted that women just a sexual objects which can be thrown away if they are useless. It seems 
that Lord Henry being sexiest and considers that men are superior than woman, like from his quote 
below : 
‘I believe that women appreciate cruelty more than anything else. They have wonderfully 
primitive instincts. Wehave emancipated them, but they remain slaves looking fortheir 
masters, all the same. They love being dominated [....]’ (Wilde, 1890: 96). 
 
From the quotation above, it can be seen how Lord Henry considers women are positioned 
under the men by the words ‘slaves’ and ‘love being dominated’ to describe women. Furthermore, 
Lord Henry also likes to confess his dislike of marriage.  
Related to Lord Henry’s hatred or dislike of women which indicate him as a misogynist, 
there are reasons behind it and one of them is because Lord Henry lacks or even does not have 
anima. According to Jung, anima is feminine side in men. Anima produces feelings and moods in 
man and it helps them to understand women’s nature. When a man represses his anima and does 
not accept the feminine side of himself, it will make his shadow gets strength and thrived. The 
shadow will strengthen his hatred of woman which can turn into peril actions. The consequences 
of lacking the anima can make a man humilliate woman’s character, treat them badly or even 
ignore them, the same things as Lord Henry does to women characters in the novel.  
 
e) Machiavellian 
Machiavellianism in psychology refers to a personality trait which sees a person so 
focused on their own interests they will manipulate, deceive, and exploit others to achieve their 
goals. The term itself derives from a reference to the infamous Niccolò Machiavelli, a diplomat 
and philosopher in the Renaissance whose most well-known work became ‘The Prince” (Il 
Principe). 
According to Harley Therapy, someone with the trait of Machiavellianism will tend to 
have many of the tendencies such as only focused on their own ambition and interests; exploit and 
manipulate others to get ahead; low levels of empathy; might struggle to identify their own 
emotions, and so forth. Those tendencies can be found in Lord Henry’s self. He is greatly interested 
in Dorian which later make him as his experiment by influencing Dorian with his ideology of 
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aesthetism and hedonism. Lord Henry really enjoys in watching Dorian change from innocent lad 
into cruel and devil person. For instance it can be seen from the following excerpt : 
Certainly few people had ever interested him so much as Dorian Gray, and yet the lad’s mad 
adoration of some one else caused him not the slightest pang of annoyance or jealousy. He 
was pleased by it. It made him a more interesting study (Wilde, 1890: 56). 
 
Machiavellianism represents some dark sides of a man such as selfish, heartless and lack 
of empathy. Machiavellianism is considered as a kind of incompatible tendencies toward morality 
in society which can be found in a any person’s personality. Shadow can be the factor which cause 
a person possesses those negative emotions. Futhermore, when the shadow is out of control, it can 
be triggered into temporarily taking total command of the conscious will. The abject negativity 
and destructiveness of the shadow is largely a function of the degree to which the individual 
neglects and refuses to take responsibility for it, only inflaming its ferocity and pernicious power. 
The shadow sometimes overwhelming strength and disturbing ability to intrude into one’s 
cognitions, affects and behavior has historically been experienced and misinterpreted as demonic 
possession.  
 
External Factor Which Arouse Lord Henry’s Shadow 
Shadow is one of the archetypes which is inherited from humanity’s ancestral past. It has 
been existed in human’s psyche even before they were born. However, external factors can also 
effect in arousing and strengthen the shadow in one’s self. The writer has found some factors which 
have an impact in arousing and strengthen Lord Henry’s shadow.  
a) Victorian Ideal of Masculinity  
b) Aesthetism and Hedonism Principles 




Carl Jung said that everyone carries a Shadow, and the less it is embodied in individual’s 
concious life, the blacker and denser it is. The character of Lord Henry is perfect example of a 
person which is submerged by his shadow. In other word, Lord Henry’s self is the Shadow because 
when one of the archetypes is dominated in one’s psyche, it becomes the Self of that person. Lord 
Henry cannot achieve the individuation because he cannot harmonize and balance all the archetype 
in his psyche. In The Picture of Dorian Gray novel, Lord Henry’s shadow is manifested into 
Envious, Hypocrisy, Fear, Misoginy, and Machiavellian. Those are considered as inferior parts 
and incompatible tendencies that Lord Henry possesses which is portrayed in the novel.  
Lord Henry’s shadow is implicitly shown through his relationship and interaction with 
another characters, particularly with Dorian Gray. For instance, Dorian handsome face and youth 
have emerged Lord Henry’s enviousness. Lord Henry who is describe as a nobleman certainly live 




in pressure to maintain his status and dignity. That condition forces him to live in pretense and 
being hypocrite. He has to repress his deep desires because he also has a fear of ruining his 
reputation as a respectable nobleman. Thus, he uses Persona in order to satisfy society’s 
expectation and hide his shadow. However, repressing and hiding those dark sides just make the 
shadow gets stonger. 
The other archetypes also play an important key in effecting Lord Henry’s shadow, and 
that is Anima. Lord Henry who is always found denigrating and humiliating women, can be 
indicated that he is lack of anima or he even does not have it. When a man does not have feminin 
side, it might produce shadow and evoke the hatred toward women and turn him as a mysoginist 
and it is manifested through his opinion and action toward women.  
Finally, the writer expects there will be further research which can apply this theory by 
emphasizing the character in literature works. Other aspects are also interesting to investigate, for 
instance, the structure of the psyche, i.e. ego, personal unconscious and collective unconscious, 
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